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No.
Randy reports that U.C.M.C. representative
teams
will be selected
RecreALL-UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL
ational
Activities Committee. Those attending
SPORTS FESTIVAL
the Sports Day will have all expenses paid,
U.C.M.C. Teams to Participate...
and
will travel by charter bus. Lodging and
President Clark Kerr and the Board of Remeals
will be provided by the Santa Barbara
gents have approved and announced the first
campus.
All-University of California Intramural Sports
In planning the program, theCommittee has
Day to be held at the Santa Barbara campus on
emphasized that participants will not only repSaturday, April 6, 1963- The event will bring
resent their campus in the athletic events, but
together student representatives from the San
will represent their campus in discussions of
Francisco, Berkeley, Davis, Los Angeles,
the values and importance of personal athletic
Riverside and Santa Barbara campuses of the
competition and physical fitness to all univerUniversity for competition, discussions, and
sity students.
other special activities. The program is a part
A program of social activities will also
of the Inter-campus Exchange Program which
provide special interest for the Festival. Dealso sponsors the All-Univ3 rsity Student Art
tails about participating in the Intramural
Festival. The Intercampus Exchange Program
Sports Day can be secured by contacting Mr.
is designed to provide opportunities for stuBud Alexander, Recreation Supervisor, Room
dents of all campuses to share in the educaMillberry Union, Ext. 723.
243,
tional experiences of all segments of the UniA total of 43 students from the Medical
versity of California.
The Intramural Sports Festival will enable Center campus will attend.
both men and women students to compete in a
ATTENTION: ALL MEDICAL CENTER
variety of athletic events. The San Francisco
STUDENTS
campus will participate in the following
events:
Your u. C. Blood Reserve Program has
scheduled a drive for March 12 in Classroom F
Men's Activities
Type of Play
of U. C. Hospital on the sth
Softball —9 man team
Slow Pitch
floor. This one
donation will entitle you and your immediate
Volleyball —6 man team
Round Robin
family to one year unlimited supply
Badminton 2 man team Doubles and Singles
of blood
anywhere
in the United States.
TableTennis—2
Doubles and Singles
You may obtain your appointment by
Bowling
3 man team
Round Robin
calling Ext. 2252. If you are unable to
your
Total
make
22
appointment at this time you
may go directly
Women's Activities
Type of Play
to Irwin Memorial Blood Bank and
register your
Volleyball —7 man team
donation to our u. C. Blood reserve.
of6 and a substitute
Round Robin
Badminton- 3 students
2 Doubles, 1 Singles
SPECIAL TICKETS AT MILLBERRY
Swimming —9 man team
Events to be
For
ths convenience of campus personnel
announced
a series of Saturday night Opera
Total
19
House Concert tickets have been obtained from
the CaliA university-wide student and faculty Planfornia Music Foundation and are now on
ning Committee, under the Chairmanship of
sale
at the Union Central Desk.
Professor Carl L. Nordly of the Berkeley cam• . March 9, 1963
Marion Anderson, World
Pus, has discussed the valuex of the project
Celebrated
Contralto.
and have designed an interesting program of
' March 23, 1963 Artur Rubinstein. World's
events. Student members of the committee were Greatest
4
Living Pianist.
appointed by President Kerr. Randolph Lim,
April 6, 1963— The Roger
.
.
.
Wagner Chorale
Senior, Dental School, is serving from the San S.
Hurok's Famed Choral Group.
Francisco Campus.
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Finals are over once more and I've taken
I'm Depressed" print off the wall for
that short period of blase' bliss which heralds
the beginning of each semester. Semester
break, that special fortnight unique to students, when responsibilities give way to dissipation, has flourished and flown, leaving
only tanned faces, broken ankles, and flat wallets as remnants of the all time. White Mountains of the northland coaxed the abominable
snowmen of the dental school to careen down
their slopes by day and shout in their valleys
by night. Medical students hit south to the
land of bagels and lox where for a short time
they almost forgot the pink palace of science.
The tinny town of Las Vegas appealed to their
sense of pseudo as they merged beneath the
neon to catch up on the carnal pleasures of
the outer world. Bongos and tequila were a
welcome contrast to pin-stripes and pills as
the nursing students wailed to the Bamba in
Encinada, anything but nicely nice and scrubfaced. Pharmacy students found their retreat
with hot Saki and unfortunate cookies around
the molting Kappa Psi Christmas tree.
The subtle class differentiation of the medical center has led to noticeable discrimination in the shabby bars of Irving Street. Woe to
the medical student who on a hang-loose Friday afternoon should accidentally wander
through the padded doors of the den of the dentists, known to the out-group as the Wishing
Well. Unpopular as the lonely bull, obvious as
Sally Stanford at a P.T.A. meeting, he would
do well to join his own at the Embers down the
street. The Millberry cafeteria controversy has
markedly diverted starving students to seek
their booze, broads, and Bossa Nova in the
more conducive atmosphere of the Encore,
where one can combine hustling, cuzzling, and
scarfing down in one cheap effort.
Millberry Union has added another exhilerating and exciting social event to its calendar.
Bridge, the thinking man's tiddly-winks, has
attracted droves of students seeking to qualify
for the statusy position of the ever-sought
fourth. It's what makes America great. Tricky
Dick Landa isn't joshing around as he masters
the finesse of subtle communication. Grand
Slam Madick and his partner, Dummy Dornan,
have found the advantage of passing with a
void in their suits. However, Trump Cowden
my "God,
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and Black Jack Bryant come panting to the
finish line with a tour-tour fit. Vicki Andrews,
the Ace of Hearts and Diamond Knudson coyly
cool their opponents with only a part-score bid.
The inimitable Zips began the semester
gelding
with a dark horse takeoff. This black
being the first fivish TGIF (TG now means
Thank Goodness, compliments of J.B. deC.M.).
This sorry little soiree' was essentially nothing to feel left out about. Nasty Nelson entertained with Devil Doxsee while Maul Newman
and Tree Smith threw a little snow that melted
in mid-air. Suave Sutton, who lost his bet on
shedding the adipose and sported mismatched
shoes to class, was remorsefully drinking behind the potted rubber plant.
The Nu Sigs at long last launched a somewhat successful hustling bee. Whether due to
the mesmerizing monotony of two rusty records
or the hygenic bartender, Oodles Oppenheim,
only Crumb Cabaniss could say. Zip Zamboni,
Fun-times Forsberg, and True-true Williams
casually cavorted with the cream of the crop,
surreptiwhile Fishy Frey and Simple Simon
ciously socialized. Ring-a-ding Rasmussen,
Tipsy Traigue, Horrible Hurky, and Hot Head
were lewd and Stewed.
Science marches on . .
.
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We invite any student on this campus to
attend our next meeting March 12, in order to
voice their own opinions on any of these top-

ics and to vote on the proposed constitutional
change.
—

Joanne Gompertz

President of the Associated Students

LINDA WILCOX!
Hats off to Linda Wilcox, freshman nursing
student, who has been chosen as one of California's four representatives to the National
4 H Conference. As the 4 H Organization is
sponsored by the University of California, the
final choice was determined by professors on
the Berkeley campus. Linda, a 4 H diamond
star, will attend the conference in Washington,
D.C., from April 17 to 28. Full expenses are
paid by the California Bankers. She was selected from 35,000 4 H members in the state
on the basis of achievement in 4 H projects,
leadership, citizenship, and scholastic standing. The primary purpose of the convention is
to provide an opportunity for the exchange of
new ideas from the different states in hopes
of promoting them in one's own area.
CONGRATULATIONS,

Joanne

Gomperlz

FROM YOUR ASUCMC PRESIDENT

At the February meeting of the ASUCMC
council, several topics of interest to the stu-

dent body at large were discussed.
Mill berry Union Cafeteria:
There is dissatisfaction with the Millberry
Union Cafeteria and we spoke at length about
possible changes. The matter has been referred to a committee under the Union Board
of Governors, and will hopefully soon be resolved there.
Millberry Union Lounge:

We also considered the petition signed by
many students to keep the lounge areas of the
Union open until 11:00 p.m. seven days a week.
This petition was presented at the Board of
Governors' meeting and defeated because of
(I)present—and consistent—low "head counts"
during the evening hours, and (2) the possible
extension of the library hours to 11:00 p.m.
University of Airlangga:
Our project to help the students at the
medical center of the University of Airlangga
in Indonesia was again discussed with great
enthusiasm. We hope to have a drive sometime
near the end of March to collect books (any
books in English, from medical texts to paper
back novels), and wearable clothes. They do
not want any magazines or journals. There will
be posters around the campus to inform you
more specifically when the time comes. There
will be conveniently located boxes to collect
your contributions.
ASUCMC Constitution:
A final topic of consideration was a constitutional change. We feel that the present
ASUCMC constitution is out-dated: The pro-

posed change is in the size of the representa-

tive council

from 23 members to

JUNIOR DENTAL
FASHION

ALLIANCE
SHOW

"Designs of San Francisco" will be the
theme of the San Francisco Junior Dental Alliance's annual dessert fashion show. The
Affair will be held on Thursday, March 14. 1963,
at 8:00 p.m., in Millberry Union of the University of California Medical Center.
Styles from The Fashion in Westlake will
be featured at the event. Morning to evening
fashions for the San Francisco girl, including
working clothes and capri pants outfits, will
be modeled. Dinners at favorite San Francisco
restaurants will be offered as door prizes.
Chairman and co-chairman are Annette
Phelps and Mrs. Owen Humphries. Committee
members include Mmes. Robert Brown, David
Livsey, Richard Maffi, Fred Kubota, and Mervyn Cox.

Tickets are $1.75 and maybe obtained from
Mrs. Fred Kubota, SE 1-6347, or Mrs. Mervyn
Cox, OV 1-5070.

12.
3

SYNAPSE

PERSONALITIES
In his casual and unassuming manner, Bud
finds that his enthusiasm for sports is a par-

advantageous avenue for realizing
spontaneous interaction with new individuals.
Accordingly, he was a member of last season's campus basketball team and enjoys
playing tennis whenever possible. Being a
rather "conservative person," Bud was hesitant to make few direct comments concerning
girls. However, he and his four male cohorts
do not seem to be too unhappy with the sex
ratio in physical therapy.
At the present time, Bud has made very few
definite plans for the future, as his decision
is pending upon the completion of his obligations to the service. Possessing the integrity
and insight so necessary to successful human
relations. Bud Haley is certainly an impressive attribute to his profession.
ticularly

William Haley
William Wallace Halay 111, who adamantly
prefers the nickname of Bud to his formal title, has been selected as one of the most outstanding students in physical therapy. Although he modestly denies academic achievement and his inherent ability to get along with
people, Bud is a promising man in his professional field as well as a popular personality
in his class.
Bud's family residence is in Hayward, California. His personal satisfaction with the Bay
Area, along with the persuasive influence of
his pro-Cal parents, inevitably led Bud to
choose the Berkeley campus for his undergraduate work in physical education. While attending the University, he actively participated in
intramural sports and was a member of Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity.
Besides the humanistic aspect of his prospective profession, Bud sincerely feels that
physical therapy should be an integral part of
comprehensive patient care whenever applicable. He states that this highly technical and
specialized field is relatively new and is still
endeavoring to obtain due recognition from the
medical team. Bud believes that integration of
classes with the other schools of the Medical
Center could help to promote a greater understanding of the vital role physical therapy
plays in rehabilitation and health maintenance.
Bud has shown the remarkable capacity for
developing his interests in a variety of intellectual and social spheres. He maintains that
a sense of humor and genuine friendliness is
pertinent to the fulfillment of life experiences.
4

—

Marcie Barton

Robert Cooper
Selected by his school as one of their most
outstanding students is Bob Cooper, a senior
in pharmacy. Bob is the eldest of three boys
in his family and has long aspired to a pharmaceutical career. While attending Alameda High
School, he industriously worked atvarious drug
stores which served to intensify his interests
in this field.
Since he chose to obtain his professional

education at the Medical Center, Bob accordingly attended the University of California at
Berkeley before transferring here. As an active
student in pharmacy, Bob has demonstrated a
sense of conscientious responsibility to his
(Continued on page 7)

From the Desk of
the Union Director
Mr. Robert A. Alexander
This article will attempt to offer a glance
at a variety of activities that will take place

between now and the Easter recess. Many of
these events are cited in your second semester
Union Activities Calendar, with further elaboration offered at this time.
FILMS

March 8-A unique and very special session,
featuring films produced by the Motion Picture Division of the UCLA Theater Arts Department, including remarks by students and

members of the Department.
Rosemary" (German with English
subtitles.)
March 22 "Sunset Boulevard" (Directed by
Billy Wilder.)
March 15

-

March 29 -"Man

Flaherty.)

of Aran" (Filmed by Robert

ART EXHIBITS

Through March 18
A total of three different shows, two on the
first (main) floor and a third on the ground floor

-Student Cafeteria area.
"Governor's Design Competition Exhibit"
(The results of an architectural competition to
design a new Governor's Mansion in Sacra•

mento.)

child"We Paint in School"
ren from the first three grades and kindergarten, Mill Valley School District.)
"Oils and Prints" (Done by students from
the Davis campus of the University of California.)
(Drawings by

•

•

March 19 April 4
"College Unions
-

U. S. A." (Photos of
various Union buildings throughout the United
States and certain foreign countries.)
"Bay Area Artists" (Works by four different Bay Area artists, viz: Bruce Balfour, Dr.
Grover McLeod, Anita Simpson, and Gil Wheat.
•

On Wednesday evening, March 27, the Union
Board will offer a very special recital of the
young and brilliant Canadian pianist, MARF.K
JABLONSKI. Mr. Jablonski's concert will be
held in the Medical Sciences Auditorium, beginning at 8:00 p.m. Student admission price
is 75<t General admission, $1.25LECTURES
"Garnivarous Plants and Man" (R.W.
NOON

March 6

-

Brauer.)

March 13 "Nomads in Ancient Central Asia"
(O. J. Maenchen.)
March 20- "Music and Emotions"
(A. Capurso.)
March 27 -"The Psychology of a Lawyer"
-

(M. Belli.)
April 3 -"The Human Community and Its Environment" (L. Thompson.)
(NOTE: All free lectures presented on Wednesdays at noon —Medical Sciences Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Committee on Arts and Lectures.)

COMMENTS FROM THE UNION
RECREATION SUPERVISOR
Bud Alexander
SOMETHING TO

All films begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Medical Sciences Auditorium. Admission is
25<.)

(NOTE:

•

MUSIC

—

THINK ABOUT!

Just in case you haven't noticed, there's
been a lot of activity going on in the Millberry
Union athletic facilities over the past four
years.
For instance, during its first year of operation (1958—59) the Union Recreation Department served approximately 17,000 persons.
(This many sign-ins were recorded at the athletic desk.)Last year (1961—62) the department
served slightly over 50,000 persons, an average of approximately 150 persons per day. Total sign-ins to date amount to approximately
178,000 persons.
It is a good feeling to see the facilities being used, however it is obvious that there are
many union members who have not availed
themselves of the oTportunity to do so. With
this in mind, I should like to take this opportunity to again invite all of our members to use
the facilities frequently. I, too, recommend as
one wise educator has said, "When the mind is
tired, exercise the body." For only by taking
good care of one's physrutal body can man truly
enjoy the fulness of health. The union facilities provide the opportunity for this development and maintenance of sound physical
condition.
5

U.C.M.C. REPRESENTED AT
INTERCOLLEGIATE GAMES

ANNUAL

TOURNAMENT

Sixteen U.C.M.C. students recently represented the campus in the 11th Annual Region
XI A.C.U. Intercollegiate Game Tournament
held at the Students' Union on the Berkeley
Campus on February 14, 15, and 16, 1963. Students from the Medical Center competed in
men's and women's bowling, table tennis,
chess and billiards. Twenty-one colleges were
represented at the tournament with a total number of 210 participants.
Though no top honors were won by the Medical Center group, in the three days of competition, our students showed that they should
never be left out of the running. In an extremely strong table tennis tournament, Dr. B P. Lau
and Leku Lala won 3rd place in the doubles
competition. Dr. Lau placed 4th in the singles
play.

Richard Seltzer

placed

4th in the chess

tournament. Milt Pedrazzi and Donald

Kitazima

placed 6th in the men's bowling doubles event.

The Medical Center's teams consisted of the
following:
Men's Bowling

Women's Bowling
Diana Palkenberg

Victor Wong
Milt Pedrazzi
Richard Libby
Donald Kitazima

Ellen Fong
Kay Yamagata
Barbara Ceragioli
Brenda Lee

Douglas Witmore
Norman Cheu
Men's Pocket Billiards

Chess

Lauren Anderson

Richard Seltzer

Table Tennis
Dr. Boung Peck Lau
Lekhu K. Lala

SET FOR MARCH 27TH

The Union's 3rd Annual Intramural Swim
Meet will be held in both men's and women's
divisions. Team and individual sign-ups are
now being accepted at the athletic control desk
(swimming pool). For more information regarding the scheduled events, please check the Intramural Bulletin Board.
FRIDAY SPORTS FILMS
The first in a series of specially-selected
foreign and unusual sports films will be shown
at noontime on Friday, March Bth, 1963, in the
Main Lounge Area of the Union. Charles Don-

ald, Recreational Activities Assistant for the
Union Recreation Department, has planned an
excellent program for the pleasure of all interested. Watch for announcements of each sched-

uled showing. The March Bth showing will feature "Accent on Asia"—"The Asian Olympics"
BALLROOM DANCE

—

sity of California, Berkeley.

Men's Pocket Billiards —Don Dull, WashState University.
Coed Pocket Billiards Eileen Faught,
Washington State University.
Chess —University of California, Berkeley.
Table Tennis:
Doubles —Vakil & Lam —U.C., Berkeley.
ington

—

Singles-Tom Lam-U.C., Berkeley.

Patronize the
Students Store
6
«

INSTRUCTION

If by chance you haven't already done so,
may we suggest that you check in on the
Union's ballroom dance classes now being
conducted on Wednesday evenings from 7:309:00 p.m. You'll find an excellent program under the direction of professional instructors,
Adi Lelinwalla and Mimi Macumber. Even
though instruction has started sign-ups are
still being accepted. The program will continue throughout the spring semester. The fee is
$8.00 for the semester. Sign-ups may be made
at the Central Desk, Main Lobby, Millberry
Union.
BRIDGE

All Event Team Winners were as follows:
University of Oregon.
Men's Bowling
Women's Bowling —Oregon State University.
3-Cushion Billiards —A.J. Bettles-Univer-

■

INTRAMURAL SWIM MEET

PROGRAM

Already in full swing, the Union bridge program will continue throughout the Spring Semester on Thursday evenings from 7:00 to 9:00
p.m., with the next series of bridge instruction
classes scheduled to begin on Thursday, March
28, 1963. The Bridge Program Director is Mr.
Frank Jackson, a well-known bridge master and
author of the Examiner's Bridge Column. Fee
is $4.00 for a six-week course. Sign-ups may
be made at the Central Desk, Millberry Union
Lobby.
*****

Dear Friend:
This is the hardest kind of letter to
write because it must steer a straight
course between excessive sentiment on one
hand and crass commercialism on the
other.
The New Yorkeb
—

Ed: Prelude to the doctor's bill?

respective profession. His academic accomplishments and exceptional leadership ability
are certainly impressive. This year Bob has
been elected president of the American Pharmaceutical Association (APhA) for the chapter
on this campus. He belongs to California Club
and is a member of Rho Chi, ail honorary pharmaceutical fraternity. He will also head the
Medical Sciences Exposition which will be
held on May 2, 3, and 4.
Bob plans to specialize in hospital pharmacy and has entered a specific program which
emphasizes this aspect of his field. The program entertains a type of internship for those
interested in this vital role of the pharmacist.
In relating his field to others, Bob feels that
the pharmacist should be included on the medical team. He believes that it is important for
doctors and pharmacists to work together for
the benefit of better patient care. In addition,
Bob also holds that this combination would
facilitate public understanding of the pharmaceutical field and its goals.
Although Bob is interested in most any activity, his special hobbies include chemistry,
astronomy, classical music, and spectator
sports. A dedicated student, a hard worker, an
enthusiastic, likeable person: this is Bob
Cooper.
—

SOME PEOPLE
JUST DON'T

KNOW THEIR
PLACE

Dianne Smythe

WHO

ARE

THEY?

MEDICAL STUDENTS

The medical road is a mighty long road. . .
it begins with the decision to go to medical
school. The preparation varies between 3 to
4 years of undergraduate University training.
This includes basic requirements in the fields
of chemistry, physics, and zoology; hopefully,
one learns something in addition to getting
good marks. Duringone's junior or senior year,
he makes application to any medical school of
his choice, and then awaits acceptance.
Admission into the four year medical program is based on several factors: grades as
an undergraduate, letters of recommendation,
a nationwide admission test given to all premeds, and interviews at the school to which
the applicant applies. From the individual's
viewpoint he must weigh the merits of the institution at which he feels he will get the best
training (an almost impossible task at the undergraduate level), where he would like to live
for four years, and, of course, where he is accepted.

At the University of California, the first 2
years are considered as those of the "basic
sciences." The rigorous training of the initial
year includes--anatomy, physiology, and bio-

chemistry. Thus, one is exposed to the state
of normal man. In the second year one learns

of the abnormal, of disease and its manifestations. It is in the second half of this year
that one is introduced into clinical medicine
in his course in physical diagnosis. The exposure to patients becomes increased in the
third year taken at the San Francisco General
Hospital, and the fourth year is completely
clinical, without formal didactic presentation,
on the various services back at the Medical
Center. Three months of the final year is elective, in which the individual can choose from
a wide range of alternatives just which specialties he would like to study further. All
things being equal, one graduates at the end
of this 4 year period.
But this is just the beginning. Again? Following graduation there are the State Board
examination; then there is one year of internship. For the non-veteran men there is their
two year military obligation to resolve; and
finally, there will usually be a 3 to 5 year period of residency training in the specialty of
one's choice (and also in General Practice
quite often), and then one goes to work
or
retires. Indeed, it's a mighty long road.
Anonymous
....

—

Senior Medical Student
7

CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO IMPOSSIBLE
WILLIAM HARRIS,
Senior in Medicine
While various devices may occasionally
prove frustrating to the individual, certain paper dispensers are the first of a mutant series

existing solely to defeat the aims of man.
Consider, for instance, the paper towel machine. Getting the towel is by no means certain; depending on the style of machine, a variety of complications may arise. The most
cleverly engineered of the species is of the
nature of a mechanical aptitude test. In coaxing the dispenser to part with a metered quantity of paper towel, it is first necessary to push
a button in the middle of the machine, in the
process dropping any parcels, books, or clothes

held under the left arm. After this, the other
arm is used to turn the crank on the right side
of the machine, thus releasing any parcels still
held. The crank stops after a turn and the customer may then tear up, not down, enough
towel to dry the first three digist of one hand.
There is no way to win the game. Assuming
one gets the towel at all, he will already have
defeated the purpose of washing his hands
in manipulating the button and crank, habitually greasy, he contracts a representative sample of flora and fauna from the last person to
visit the towel machine.
A crankless variant of this theme is the
self-metering towel machine, which is omniscient and inhabited by elves. Each release of
towel is followed by a moment of silent meditation; a penance to discourage the fly-by-night
who would perhaps take more towel than he
could use. I once watched a man negotiate with
one of these devices for a second helping. The
gadget had been decent enough about providing the initial or "come-on" specimen, but
having allowed the first seven or eight inches
to escape was feeling coy and refused to release itself. This, of course, was the fault of
its engineers, who assumed their invention
would behave according to Newtonian physics,
whereas anyone who has observed machines in
action knows they conform only to the rules of
demonology; once a machine is safely out of
the factory, it comes out of hiding, so to speak,
and gives free rein to its own higher intelligence. The machine in question watched as
the customer, also a student of the occult, performed the various antic rituals; turning around
on one foot, closing his eyes, threatening the
machine, etc., but the machine steadfastly refused to cooperate. At last the washee, humbled and defeated, collected his coat and hat

8

and departed, whereupon the machine went,
"click" and stuck out its tongue of towel, to
bait the next victim.
There remains one further illustration; the
toilet paper dispenser, the type which exists
in only three states: so full it won't let go of
the bottom leaf of paper, bottom leaf not reachable, or mispacked so that on pulling on the
emergent leaf the entire container empties itself on the floor. The mischievous spirits which
dwell in this one are of a highly sophisticated
nature, requiring no moving parts or gadgetry,
and are successful due to architecture, certainly a more elegant triumph. The machine's
victory would be total if not for the fact that a
single thin shaft inserted in the dispensing
crevice can pry out minimal quantities of paper.
The mark of the educated man is thus a well
sharpened pencil, used in critical situations,
to foil the toilet paper machine.
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Co-editors: Marcie Berton,
Karen Ctolte
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MUSIC OPUS #1
There is no truer truth obtainable
By mar, than comes of music.
Robert Browning
part
every
of
the civilized and
In just about
world,
areas
of
the
music has been
uncivilized
found in one form or another. Music was employed by all races in song, dance, instrumentation, and even discipline.
Music gave primitive man an emotional outlet and vigorous excitement which provided for
the maintenance of muscular and nervous ener—

gy-

One of the primary elements of music structure (including melody, rhythm, harmony, and
counterpoint) is rhythm. Rhythm was the most
influential factor in bringing together song and
dance. In primitive times the clapping of
hands, or striking sticks together would often
produce vigorous sing-song. The Rock and Roll
of our present day is an example of rhythm in
sing-song. Therefore, we see the blending of
rhythm and chant very condusive to frantic body
movement. How far have we progressed from
the primitive epoch up to today?
The Near and Middle East, India and the east
and southeast of Asia were considered semicivilized areas. These people structured music
in a manner which has little relation to our
present system which is composed of diatonic
and chromatic scales.
The progression of music from primitive to
semi-civilized man, grew a little more definite
in styles of composition due to greater dexterity with instruments and song. In the literature
of the Chinese you would find that "Music has
had a long and honorable history in connection
with Confucianism and the Imperial Court."
The five-note pentatonic scale was the basis of oriental music. For an example of this
scale, when you are near a piano play the
notes: 112, g, a, c, and d. I'm sure you will sense
the oriental atmosphere.
I shall divert my subject from the primitive
and semi-civilized to the much more civilized
Ancient Greeks. Here is where the term Music
originated. Music is from the Greek word "Mousike" and formerly meant "of the Muses" in
Greek Mythology, having some connection with
Enterpe, the Muse of lyric poetry and music.
I will continue this aspect of music in my
next article.

HE WAS RIGHT!
NEWMAN NEWS
Newman Club requests and recommends
that Catholic students at the Medical Center
participate in an Evening of Recollection to
be held Passion Sunday, March 31, 1963, on
the University of San Francisco campus, in
Phelan Hall.
Mass at 4 p.m. in the Phelan Hall Chapel
will initiate the evening. Dinner ($1.40 per
person) and conferences will follow. The sole
charge is the cost of the dinner. You need not
be a Newman Club member to attend. Pre-registration is strongly suggested. Signs giving
specific information will be posted in the Medical Sciences Building. Watch for the posters!
Reserve the date!

SEE SAN FRANCISCO

CHEAP!
campus
personnel
All
are cordially invited
to enjoy the "Be My Guest-Nite Life" book-

let for $4.25 that are now being sold at the
Central Desk. Coupons for 62 fine Greater Bay
area restaurants and 15 new restaurants in the
East Bay, entitle you to one FREE meal with
the purchase of a second meal. Sporting events
and theatres are also included in this plan.

NEXT SYNAPSE DEADLINE DATE
MARCH

26

Happy listening!
_

TONY MONTANARI

9

Notes and Comment
At the last meeting of the Union Board, it
was agreed that a special committee be appointed to review the matter of Millberry Union
and campus-wide food service. Temporary Board
Chairman Donald Smith, M.D., has now formed
an eight-man committee, headed by Dr. Walter
Singer of the School of Pharmacy. This committee is vitally interested in your objective
comments in this regard. The remaining Committee members are as follows:
Mr. Dan Graney
Graduate School
Dr. John Creech
Dentistry
Mr. Bob McCowan
Dentistry
Dr. Frank Sooy
Medicine
Mr. John Schmaezle
Medicine
Nursing
Miss Diane Smyth
•

—

—

—

—

—

-

*****

REMINDER
Provost Saunders has asked that all students be reminded of the requirement that they
may not eat in the H. C. Moffitt Hospital cafeteria when the student cafeteria in Millberry
Union is open.
This arrangement is made necessary by:
The policy of the Board of Governors of Millberry Union reserving its food service to members of the Union and
The need for restricting the Moffitt cafeteria to employees involved in patient care. In
order that these people may return to their stations as quickly as possible particularly at
lunch time, a one-half hour lunch period has
been established. In order for this to function,
waiting lines must be held to a minimum and
table space must be available for these em•

•

ployees.

a good, friendly, screaming

argument.
MISCELLANEOUS

The Union Board will hold its next regular
meeting at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday evening,
March 21, in the Table Tennis Room.
•

*************************************

The Synapse will attempt to clarify
■ The crass

next

door may look greener,

but it's just as hard to cut.

the Millberry Cafeteria controversy
in the next issue.
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